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Reducing the overall level of exposure
The volatility experienced in global markets over the past six years has tested the nerves of even
the most experienced investors, making it a difficult time for individuals who rely on income from
investments for some or all of their needs.
To avoid concentrating risk, it is important not to ‘put all your
eggs in one basket’ by investing in just one share or in one asset
class. If appropriate to your particular situation, spreading capital
across different shares and different asset classes can reduce
the overall level of risk.
Funds are typically seen as a way to build up a lump sum of
money over time, perhaps for retirement, but they can also be
used to provide you with a regular income.

Type of income funds

There are four main types of income fund:
Money Market Funds – pay interest and aim to protect the
value of your money.
Bond (Fixed Income) Funds – pay a higher rate of
interest than cash deposits, but there is some risk that the value
of your original investment will fall.
Equity Income Funds – the income comes from dividends
paid to shareholders. In return for some risk to your capital,
you may get a more regular income than you would from cash,
and that income, as well as your capital, may increase over time.

Property Funds – pay income from rents, but the value
of your investment can fall as well as rise. There are also
mixed asset funds, which invest your money in both bonds
and equities.

Generating income
Interest from cash
or money market funds
The income varies in line with the interest rate set by the Bank
of England. The fund’s investment manager will aim to get the
best rate available, helped by that fact that, with large sums
to deposit, funds can often get better rates than individual
investors. The capital amount you originally invested is unlikely
to go down (subject to the limits for each deposit under the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme). If the interest rate is
lower than the rate of inflation, however, the real spending value
of your investment is likely to fall.

Fixed interest from bonds
Bonds are issued by governments (known as ‘gilts’ in the UK)
and companies (‘corporate bonds’) to investors as a way to
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Many factors can affect the market price of bonds. The biggest
fear is that the issuer/borrower will not be able to pay its
lenders the interest and ultimately be unable to pay back the
loan. Every bond is given a credit rating. This gives investors
an indication of how likely the borrower is to pay the interest
and to repay the loan. Typically, the lower the credit rating, the
higher the income investors can expect to receive in return for
the additional risk.
A more general concern is inflation, which will erode the
real value of the interest paid by bonds. Falling inflation, often
associated with falling bank interest rates, is therefore typically
good news for bond investors. Typically, bond prices rise if
interest rates are expected to fall, and fall if interest rates go up.
If you invest in bonds via a fund, your income is likely to be
steady, but it will not be fixed, as is the case in a single bond.
This is because the mix of bonds held in the fund varies as
bonds mature and new opportunities arise.

Dividends from shares
and equity income funds
Many companies distribute part of their profits each year to
their shareholders in the form of dividends. Companies usually
seek to keep their dividend distributions at a similar level to the
previous year, or increase them if profit levels are high enough
to warrant it.

Rental income from property and
property funds
Some people invest in ‘buy-to-let’ properties in order to
seek rental income and potential increase in property values.
Property funds typically invest in commercial properties for the
same reasons, but there are risks attached. For example, the
underlying properties might be difficult to let and rental yields
could fall. This could affect both the income you get and the
capital value.

Balance your need for a regular
income with the risks
The income from a fund may be higher and more stable than the
interest you get from cash deposited in a bank or building society
savings account, but it can still go up and down. There may be
some risk to the capital value of your investment, but if a regular

income is important to you and you do not need to cash in your
investment for now, you may be prepared to take this risk.

Income funds of the same type are
grouped in sectors
The main sectors for income investors are: Money Market, Fixed
Income (including UK Gilts, UK index-linked Gilts, Corporate
Bond, Strategic Bond, Global Bond and High Yield), Equity Income,
Mixed Asset (i.e. UK Equity and Bond), and Property.

Look at the fund yield
The fund yield allows you to assess how much income you may
expect to get from a fund in one year. In the simplest form, it is
the annual income as a percentage of the sum invested.Yields on
bond funds can also be used to indicate the risks to your capital.

Decide how frequently you wish to
receive your income
All income funds must pay income at least annually, but some
will pay income distributions twice a year, quarterly or monthly,
so you can invest in a fund which has a distribution policy to
suit your income needs.

Select income units/shares if you
need cash regularly
The income generated in a fund is paid out in cash to investors
who own income units. If you choose the alternative –
accumulation units/shares – your share of the income will
automatically be reinvested back into the fund.

Time to review your current
investment strategy?
If you would like to review your current investment
strategy, please contact us – we look forward to hearing
from you.

Information is based on our current understanding of taxation
legislation and regulations. Any levels and bases of, and reliefs from,
taxation are subject to change.Tax treatment is based on individual
circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. Although
endeavours have been made to provide accurate and timely
information, Goldmine Media cannot guarantee that such information
is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will continue to be
accurate in the future. No individual or company should act upon
such information without receiving appropriate professional advice
after a thorough review of their particular situation.We cannot
accept responsibility for any loss as a result of acts or omissions.
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borrow money for a set period of time (perhaps five or ten
years). During that time, the borrower pays investors a fixed
interest income (also known as a ‘coupon’) each year, and
agrees to pay back the capital amount originally invested at an
agreed future date (the ‘redemption date’). If you sell before
that date, you will get the market price, which may be more or
less than your original investment.

